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0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Intelligent crime controlBy
Samil KorkmazMark discusses how to improve our crime control policies by
shifting from raw punishment to more intelligent methods and the obstacles that
make it difficult. The basic idea is to concentrate efforts on high risk
individuals. The most original ones are investing in parenting education and
making post-release well being of prisoners a performance criteria of prison
wardens.1 of 2 people found the following review helpful. Policy Done RightBy
Kelly CooperThis is a clear, informative and realistic assessment of the public
policy challenges posed by the American criminal justice system. The jewel at
the center of Kleiman's book is the premise that the goal of crime reduction is
compatible with a diminution of suffering at all organizational levels, including
enforcement and punishment. It's the kind of book that one dearly hopes that
our political class might actually read.0 of 0 people found the following review
helpful. Worth ReadingBy Roger from OrlandoI am a circuit judge and I study
and research the most effective ways to sentence an offender. The goals are first
to punish for breaking the law, then restitution for the victim, and finally to
rehabilitate the person. The research in this book helps in all those things. The
public should also read it to better understand crime and punishment.
Since the crime explosion of the 1960s, the prison population in the United
States has multiplied fivefold, to one prisoner for every hundred adults--a rate
unprecedented in American history and unmatched anywhere in the world. Even
as the prisoner head count continues to rise, crime has stopped falling, and
poor people and minorities still bear the brunt of both crime and punishment.
When Brute Force Fails explains how we got into the current trap and how we
can get out of it: to cut both crim ...
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